GREETINGS,
with Regards and Sympathy from the German prisons:
We respectfully greet the people for their effort to establish their own facades against those
established by the Imperialism and its compradors, the archenemy of the world's people.
We find the construction of the people’s facade is a great necessity: to explain the truth about
imperialism, to prevent to forget this reality, to prevent people to waste their dynamics with
those “so to speak” leftist and Islamic groups appears to be against imperialism which are, in
reality, situated in or secured with substantiated imperialist politics…
We know the importance of establishing the people’s facade for revolution that is obviously
clear for anyone to see. Yet we know that without being anti-imperialist and anti-fascist, it is
not possible to be neither revolutionary, nor democratic or progressist. We know that the
revolutionary, progressive and democratic concepts can be defined during the struggle against
the biggest disaster of the world, the imperialism and fascism, and so far it has been this way.
Those, who have no faith in the power of peoples, are trying to define their mission as the
revolution, as the struggle for the freedom and rights, under the wing of imperialism.
They try to sell most common imperialist lies as truth, and convince themselves and the
people with the most ordinary lies. They do not mind to follow the imperialist lies such as "the
threat of chemical weapons", "threat of terrorism", "democratization", and "Arab spring".
However, imperialism starts wars with the same lies over the century, occupy countries,
organize juntas, and in distribution wars slaughters ten millions. Distribution War I was
started behind the same lies hidden. Of course, they would not say "We want to get new
markets", they would carry out wars by hiding behind so-called lofty ideals, they would fool
people by scam of "homeland defense", and some called themselves as socialists followed
these lies. History wrote not only these groups were wrong but also wrote that they
committed a crime with their support to imperialist distribution wars.
The situation was not different in the second distribution war (WW II). The Nazis were
carrying the so-called lofty goals for their nations. Both imperialist wars had destroyed the
tens of millions of people's lives. The same imperialist powers were responsible for the
murder of millions From Latin America to Asia, and to Africa, by organizing and supporting
the reactionary fascist dictatorships. The reality of imperialism by occupying China and
Vietnam, slaughtering the millions, throwing the atomic bomb to Hiroshima, and its bloody
history was forgotten swiftly.
Imperialism was organized the anti-revolutionary movements in the former socialist
countries, which were watched silently, or worse, were supported. Those who did not have
problems in observing the problems of these socialist countries, also did not want to see the
reality of imperialism. Afghanistan, Iraq was occupied. It was believed that the war was given
for democracy against Afghanistan's reactionary rulers, Iraq's oppressive petty bourgeois
dictatorship.
In Tunisia, Libya, Egypt, by going even further, they were followed the 'Arab Spring' saying of
imperialism. Imperialism has created a comprador army in Syria with forces brought from
outside of the country, it was hailed as the Syrian people's resistance against the oppressive
ruling of the Baath, applauded as the revolution. And calls being made to imperialism to fight
in Kobane against ISIS… It was forgotten that ISIS was organized by imperialism, and the fact

that it was used in accordance with their policies, even before the time passed. The so-called
imperialism has now changed. From now on, imperialism fulfills the duty to fight against the
reactionary rule, organizing the revolutionary struggles of the peoples, rights and freedom
issues, the problem in democratic demands struggle, they were all waiting for the solution by
imperialism. Indeed, in such a situation, revolutionaries, democrats, and socialists are no
longer necessary, the solution of current and historical problems of the people, after being
referred to imperialism as the enemy of the people, why revolutionary, democratic
progressivist missions should be necessary!?
However, the fact that imperialism has not changed. The reality of Imperialism in creating
distribution war, exploitation of the underground and aboveground wealth, the labor and the
consumption power, has not changed. Already, those claiming that imperialism has changed,
not discussing with scientific evidences what has even changed. If there is a change, on the
contrary, this can be said to be a change in negative terms, in regards to the world wide
starvation caused by imperialism to reach massive extents; in regards to growth in armaments
incomparable to the past; and in regards to be confronted with the reality that without any
World War required, killing ten millions every year due to starvation.So we face imperialism
as more reactionary than the past, more murderous, more plundering, more exploiter, and a
major threat in people.
With the growing Economic, political and military power, we confront it as a more blood
sucking monster of the people. Despite all the lies and demagoguery, we know that public
anger with imperialism is growing much like an avalanche. People who experienced the
results created by imperialism all over the world, know the reality of imperialism a lot better
than our so-called socialists, so-called revolutionary-democrats.
We see the importance of organizing the people’s front of struggle, for both to organize the
growing anti-imperialist potential and to expand further, and here we call all the forces to
participate in this effort. We, as revolutionary prisoners in the prison of the imperialist
countries, we have already seen the requirements of imperialism through living in the court
conditions, in the prisons. We know that the most democratic activities, even the effort to find
cancer drug to a cancer patient, comrade Güler Zere, who discharged near to death, was used
as evidence for "terrorist" activities in court against us as. This is the reality of imperialism.
Murderers serving for imperialism, like ISIL, like Al Nusra, while being used within the
framework of imperialist policy in Syria, can be declared revolutionary, supported with
weapons and financially, the gangs that killed thousands of people in Libya can be declared
revolutionary, but if you want the independence of your country, democracy, socialism, if you
fight against imperialism, your most democratic demands even can be described as
"terrorism” and you may be imprisoned for years.
e are the living examples of these. The events in Libya, Tunisia, Egypt, Syria, Afghanistan, the
events in Iraq and its current situation today, show very clearly that the imperialism do not
bring democracy to the countries, it does not carry such a purpose, and with its nature, it does
not have the strength to achieve this. The leading role of people is our mission and
responsibility.
In confidence with it will be behaved to proceed this task consciously, we salute your work, we
send our love, respect and regards.
Sadi Naci Özpolat,
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